Discriminating between deleterious and neutral non-frameshifting indels based on protein interaction networks and hybrid properties.
More than ten thousand coding variants are contained in each human genome; however, our knowledge of the way genetic variants underlie phenotypic differences is far from complete. Small insertions and deletions (indels) are one of the most common types of human genetic variants, and indels play a significant role in human inherited disease. To date, we still lack a comprehensive understanding of how indels cause diseases. Therefore, identification and analysis of such deleterious variants is a key challenge and has been of great interest in the current research in genome biology. Increasing numbers of computational methods have been developed for discriminating between deleterious indels and neutral indels. However, most of the existing methods are based on traditional sequential or structural features, which cannot completely explain the association between indels and the resulting induced inherited disease. In this study, we establish a novel method to predict deleterious non-frameshifting indels based on features extracted from both protein interaction networks and traditional hybrid properties. Each indel was coded by 1,246 features. Using the maximum relevance minimum redundancy method and the incremental feature selection method, we obtained an optimal feature set containing 42 features, of which 21 features were derived from protein interaction networks. Based on the optimal feature set, an 88 % accuracy and a 0.76 MCC value were achieved by a Random Forest as evaluated by the Jackknife cross-validation test. This method outperformed existing methods of predicting deleterious indels, and can be applied in practice for deleterious non-frameshifting indel predictions in genome research. The analysis of the optimal features selected in the model revealed that network interactions play more important roles and could be informative for better illustrating an indel's function and disease associations than traditional sequential or structural features. These results could shed some light on the genetic basis of human genetic variations and human inherited diseases.